Nagasaki Youth Delegation

Yuri Yamada, Asuka Nishigaki
Have you heard of Nagasaki?
On 9th Aug. in 1945

Atomic Bomb was dropped...
What is the Nagasaki Youth Delegation?
NYD is organized by Prefecture, City and Nagasaki University.
NYD was set up in 2013!!

We are the 2017 members!
Our Missions

- learn about current international situations.
- actions to let many people know about effects by nuclear weapons.
- convey our experiences and knowledge to other people.
NYD’s strong point!!

We can…

• Every member majors in a different field
• Feel free to challenge!
• Draw up our own projects!
• Do active learning

→ So we can broaden our horizons and grow.

This is NEW!!
Previous activities and us

From the 1st to 4th years

- Participated in NPT conferences
- Had dialogues with government
- Discussed with university students in local schools
- Gave visiting lectures at schools
- Provide workshops in the UN
Previous activities and us

➢ From the 1st to 4th years

• Participated in NPT conferences
• Had dialogues with government
• Discussed with university students in local schools
• Gave visiting lectures at schools
• Provide workshops in the UN

PLUS diverse perspective
Ex) Religion, Medicine, Art, etc.
Our activities in 2017
Preparation for NPT conference

➢ Study about…

• NPT statements
• current nuclear issues
• effects by nuclear weapons
• Nagasaki and Hiroshima in 1945
• the actions of Japanese soldiers during the war period.
What We Found?

Importance of

Education!!
Our aim in Wien

- To convey Nagasaki’s story
- To deliver atomic bomb survivors voices
- Encourage young people to abolish nuclear weapons!!
Our actions in Vienna

• Discussed with students
• Gave a class about ‘Peace’
• Talked with Japanese delegates
• Visited the IAEA and the CTBTO
WORK SHOP

We will give a workshop “” on 10th May from 10:30AM!! in M3!!
After NPT conference

We will
Share our knowledge and experiences to many people

Ex) Peace Caravan,
Work shops,
Make and perform a song for peace etc.
Thank you for listening!!